
City: - Bangalore (KA, India) 
Education: - Bachelor's Degree with CA 
Business: - Finance Vertical 
 
Job description: - 
Department:                   Finance 
Designation:                   Industrial Trainee 
 
About ETG (export trading Group) 
ETG, established in 1967, is one of the largest and fastest growing integrated agricultural  technology 
Organization. 
ETG has developed into a global player with a diverse portfolio of expertise across multiple industries, 
encompassing Agricultural inputs, logistics, merchandising and processing, supply chain optimization, digital 
transformation, and energy. 
Our passion lies in the upliftment of farming communities, an unhindered commitment since establishment. 
Our promoters identified three challenges that supply chains in Africa faced and created a globalized 
business model around solutions addressing these obstacles. 
Technology knowledge and know-how of markets in Africa remain a concern. Limited resources are available 
to teach best practice techniques to farmers. With the assistance of ETG Farmer Foundation and our group 
of dedicated agronomists, ETG embarked on a journey to increase knowledge around quality inputs, 
application of inputs, irrigation, post-harvest techniques, yield enhancing techniques and best practices, to 
name a few. This initiative is also focused on youth development to address unemployment on the  continent 
and to build a strong entrepreneurial foundation. Our women empowerment projects are testament to the 
dedication we must build a fair and equitable future for all.  
 
What to expect… 

Successful candidates will develop or enhance their knowledge of finance and accounting by exploring the 
various financial aspects of one or more of the Firm’s business units. 
Candidates will generally be expected to:  
Develop an understanding of the ETG businesses and product lines. 
Produce analysis, reconciliation, and substantiation of P&L and/or other financial reports which will be reviewed with 
their team’s global counterparts. 
Understand the Reporting Systems and contribute to enhancing the Firm’s control environment. 
Provide Regulatory and Financial Reporting to global stakeholders. 
Report and provide resolve trade breaks and related adjustments. 
Working extensively with global counterparts including teams outside of the Finance Division. 
 
What we’re looking for… 
Good academic background in CA/Finance with an interest in Financial Services 
Excellent problem-solving skills 
Knowledge of MS office preferably Excel 
Strong communication. 
 
 
 
 
Job Level: - Industrial Trainee 
Program: - Industrial Placement 
Contact: travis.cowgill@etgworld.com 
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